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We investigate some ways to obtain free families of random variables from an
initial free family in a tracial noncommutative probability space. The random
variables in this initial free family are multiplied on the left and the right by certain
operators from an algebra free from the entire family. Aspects of freeness related to
this algebra are also considered.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF MAIN RESULTS
Our aim is to consider some of the ways to construct free families of
random variables from a free family ([ai])ni=1 in a tracial noncommutative
probability space (A, ,). The random variables will be multiplied on the
left and the right by random variables from a V -algebra D free from the
entire family. This means that we look at families of the form (with dij
nonzero choices from D)
([d*11 a1d12], ..., [d*n1andn2], D), (1)
or simply
([d*11 a1d12], ..., [d*n1andn2]), (2)
when deleting the V-algebra D from our considerations. Here we have written
d*i1 instead of di1 for the sake of convenience in our calculations and
results. Throughout the paper we will denote the operator d*i1aidi2 by xi .
The families in (1) and (2) will be subject to an analysis of when freeness
can occur. We find necessary and sufficient conditions for this in many
cases, trying to make the picture as complete as possible. The conditions
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we need to get (1) as a free family should of course be somewhat stricter
than the ones we need to get (2) as a free family.
In particular we show that the case of , being a faithful tracial state
imposes unitarity conditions on the dij in the case of a free family in (1),
proving a partial converse to an elementary and well known fact about
freeness of a free family conjugated by (free) unitaries. Families as in (1)
obtained from conjugation by unitaries have for instance been used by
Dykema in [1] as a simplyfying tool in his considerations. Dykemas defini-
tion of the interpolated free group factors also involves families as in (1)
with di1=di2= pi being projections, the ai semicircular random variables
and D the hyperfinite II1-factor with , | D its faithful trace (i.e., we work
in a W*-probability space). The case of projections will in general never
give a free family in (1) (except in trivial cases), but if D contains free
projections it should of course be possible to get free families in (2). We
will try to generalize this as far as possible.
In order to get a free family in (2) the faithful tracial state-condition on
, is shown to impose a freeness condition for certain representatives from
D. To get an if and only if statement for freeness-occurrence we will assume
that ,(ai)=0 for all i (i.e., the ai are all centered), ,(a2i ){0 for some of
the i ’s (this will be stated more precisely in Theorem 2) and also that the
representatives from D mentioned above have nonzero trace. We put some
effort into this if and only if statement as the goal of the paper is not
merely to conclude freeness from certain conditions on these representatives,
but also to find necessary conditions to obtain freeness.
The faithfulness condition on , is brought in to obtain very strict condi-
tions on what the dij can be in order to get free families in (1) and (2). One
can formulate versions that do not assume faithfulness, but we will not
address this here.
We remark that many of the results follow in a similar fashion as in the
paper [6] by Nica and Speicher (many of the tools are the same), but the
author has found no further connections so far regarding the similarly
flavoured results obtained there and in this paper. In [6] Nica and
Speicher consider a free family ([a1 , ..., an], [b]), where b is a centered
semicircular random variable, and they show that ([ba1b, ..., ban b],
[a1 , ..., an]) is a free family (this is generalized in [7] where they replace
[b] by a diagonally balanced pair [b$, b"]). Furthermore, orthogonality of
the ai (i.e., aiaj=0 if i{ j) translates into freeness of the baib. Some of the
statements are similar to statements appearing in another paper of Nica
and Speicher [4] (compare Proposition 2.13 of that paper with Lemma 17
of this paper). Another concept of Nica and Speicher arising in this paper
is the concept of R-diagonal pairs.
Before stating the main results we will need to make precise the terminol-
ogy to be used about freeness and distributions.
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1.1. Basic Definitions
Our setting will be a noncommutative probability space (A, ,), where A
is a unital V-algebra, and , is a normalized (i.e., ,(1)=1) linear functional
on A. The elements of A will be called random variables. The structure of
the algebra A is translated into conditions on ,: The case of A being a
V-algebra is accompanied by the condition that , is hermitian, i.e.,
,(a*)=,(a). If A is a C*-algebra , will be assumed to be a state, if A is
a W*-algebra , will be assumed to be a normal state. The noncommutative
probability spaces we get in these contexts will be called C*- and
W*-probability spaces. What spaces we are working in will always be clear
from the context. We will throughout the paper impose the additional
condition on , that it is a trace, i.e., ,(xy)=,( yx) for all x, y # A. Such
probability spaces are called tracial.
Definition 1. A family of unital V -subalgebras (Ai) i # I will be called a
free family if
aj # Aij{ i1 {i2 , i2 {i3 , ..., in&1 {in =O ,(a1 } } } a2)=0. (3),(a1)=,(a2)= } } } =,(an)=0
The notion of V-freeness for random variables can be made precise from
the notion of freeness for unital V -algebras as defined above. If (Si) i # I are
subsets of random variables from A, then (Si) i # I will be called a V -free
family if the family (Ai)i # I is a free family, where Ai is the unital V -algebra
generated by the random variables from the subset Si . A family of elements
will always have braces around it, so that a typical Si is [ai1 , ..., ain], or
[aj | j # Ii] for an index set Ii . Algebras will always be put in uppercase
letters, random variables in lowercase letters. These distinctions are
necessary since we will use algebras and random variables together, for
instance the fact that
([a1 , a2 , a3], [b], C)
is a V -free family now has a clear meaning: Namely that (A, B, C ) is a free
family, where A is the unital V -algebra generated by a1 , a2 , a3 , B that
generated by b. Note that V -freeness for random variables is formulated in
terms of the unital V -algebras they generate. The reason that we do
not mention the corresponding version for C*- and W*-algebras is that
freeness for V -algebras carries over in nice ways to the C*-algebras
(respectively W*-algebras) the V -algebras generate when , is a state
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(respectively a normal state), see Propositions 2.5.6 and 2.5.7 (formulated
for self-adjoint sets of random variables) of [13].
C(X1 , ..., Xn) will be the unital algebra of complex polynomials in n
noncommuting variables. It is spanned linearly by the set of monomials
Xi1 } } } Xim . Unital complex linear functionals on C(X1 , ..., Xn) will be
called distributions. The set of all distributions will be denoted 7n (or
simply 7I for a general index set I ).
If a1 , ..., an are elements in some noncommutative probability space
(A, ,), their joint distribution +a1, ..., an # 7n is defined by having mixed
moments
+a1, ..., an(Xi1 } } } Xim)=,(ai1 } } } aim).
The mixed moments determine the joint distribution completely by linear
extension. The V -distribution of a # A is the distribution +a, a* .
The next definition uses the R-transform. This will not be previewed until
the section on combinatorics.
Definition 2. [7]. [a, b] is called an R-diagonal pair if
R(+a, b)(z1 , z2)= :

k=1
(bk(z1z2)k+bk(z2 z1)k)
for some sequence of complex numbers [bk]. We will say that a random
variable a gives rise to an R-diagonal pair if [a, a*] is an R-diagonal pair.
The role of random variables that give rise to R-diagonal pairs in this
paper is that they give somewhat more freedom than random variables that
do not give rise to R-diagonal pairs regarding what conditions to impose
in order to get the results stated here. Important examples of random
variables that give rise to R-diagonal pairs are Haar unitaries and circular
elements (see [7]).
We will assume all the ai to be nonscalar random variables, the case with
scalars seeming uninteresting (but we have, for the sake of completeness,
commented on what happens if some of them are scalars at the end of the
paper).
1.2. The Main Theorems
Now we can express one of the main theorems of the paper, which
addresses freeness for the family (1) in the case of , being a faithful tracial
state, respectively a normal faithful tracial state in the W*-case. Some of
the ai in the free family ([a1], ..., [an]) may give rise to R-diagonal pairs.
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Let us, after relabelling if necessary, say that these are a1 , ..., ak (0kn,
k=0 if none of the ai give rise to R-diagonal pairs, k=n if all of them do
so).
Theorem 1. In a noncommutative probability space (A, ,) with , a
faithful tracial state (respectively a normal faithful tracial state), let
([a1], ..., [an], D) be a free family where D is some algebra and the ai are
nonscalar random variables with ai , 1ik giving rise to R-diagonal pairs.
Let also dij be nonzero choices from D and xi=d*i1ai di2 . Then the following
are equivalent:
1. ([x1], ..., [xn], D) is a V - free family
2. There exist unitaries [u (1)i , u
(2)
i ]1ik , [ui]k<in and constants
:i , ;i so that di1=:i u (1)i , di2=;iu
(2)
i for 1ik (i.e., we can have arbitrary
unitaries on the left and the right for the ai giving rise to R-diagonal pairs),
di1=:iui , di2=;iui for k<in (i.e., we need the same unitary on the left
and the right for the ai not giving rise to R-diagonal pairs).
We see from this that we could have replaced D with V -alg(dij) at the
outset with the statement for when we get freeness being the same. This
may be thought of as a (partial) converse to the result (used for instance
in [1]) that
([u1*a1u1], ..., [un*an un], D)
is a V -free family whenever ui are unitaries in D. The proof of this fact is
easy, so let us take a look at it:
The Proof of 2 O 1 in the Case Without R-Diagonal Pairs. This means
that the k above is zero. Let Ai be the unital V -algebra generated by ai . As
,(ui*aui)=,(a) \a # A, we see that it is enough to show that
,(u*i1 b1ui1 d1 } } } u*im bm uim dm)=0
whenever
bj # Aij , ,(bj)=0 and dj # D satisfies ,(dj)=0 or dj=1
with dj=1 allowed to occur only if ij {ij+1 . Regroup the terms so that we
look at ,(b1(ui1 d1u*i2) } } } bm(uim dmu*i1)). If ij {ij+1 , write uij dj u*ij+1=d $j+cj1
with ,(d $j)=0. By expanding the equation above using this identity, and
using the fact that ,(uij dju*ij+1)=,(dj)=0 if ij=ij+1 , we get that the quan-
tity above is a sum of terms ,(e1 } } } ek) with ,(ej)=0 and the ej lying in
alternating choices of the subalgebras A1 , ..., An , D. These are all zero due
to freeness, and by summing up we get zero altogether. Of course the result
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then holds also if we scale the operators ui* and ui on the left and the right
with scalars :i and ;i . K
The fact that this is the only way to choose the elements on the left and
the right in order to get a V-free family is much harder to prove. Also if
there exist R-diagonal pairs in the picture above the proof breaks down, as
there is no alternative to the formula V -alg(ui*ai ui)=ui*( V -alg(ai)) ui when
there are arbitrary unitaries on the left and the right. In this direction we
run into somewhat involved combinatorics presented in the last section of
the paper.
Addressing freeness for the family (2) gives us our second main theorem.
It is also formulated for faithful tracial states (respectively normal faithful
tracial states). The answer is expressed in terms of the joint distribution of
certain representatives from D constructed from the dij : Let
d (i1)=d*i1di2 ,
d (i2)=d*i2di1 ,
(4)
d (i3)=d*i1di1 ,
d (i4)=d*i2di2 .
We call the first two of these leftright combinations for obvious reasons.
We remark that, when , is a faithful tracial state, d (i3), d (i4) are scalars if
and only if di1 and di2 are multiples of arbitrary unitaries, and that
d (i1), d (i2), d (i3), d (i4) are all scalars if and only if di1 and di2 are multiples
of the same unitary.
Theorem 2. Let (A, ,), ai , D, dij , xi , k be as in Theorem 1 and d (ij) be
defined as above. Consider the following two conditions:
1. ([x1], ..., [xn]) is a V - free family
2.
([d (13), d (14)], ..., [d (k3), d (k4)],
[d ((k+1) 1), d ((k+1) 2), d ((k+1) 3), d ((k+1) 4)], ..., [d (n1), d (n2), d (n3), d (n4)])
(5)
is a V -free family.
The following hold:
(a) 2 O 1 is always true (also without faithfulness of ,).
(b) If, for the i with ai not giving rise to R-diagonal pairs (i.e., i>k),
all the statements ,(ai)=0, ,(a2i ){0 and ,(d
(i1)){0 are true, then 1  2
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(we need no assumptions here for the i with ai giving rise to R-diagonal pairs,
i.e., ik).
(c) If di2=di1 \i (i.e., the case of conjugation) then 1  2.
The conditions in (b) to get an if and only if statement may seem a bit
strange at first, but we will make some comments on this after its proof to
argue that these are the only ‘‘nice’’ conditions we actually can have in
order to get such an if and only if statement.
Note that a centered semicircular random variable a satisfies ,(a)=0,
,(a2){0 so that the situation in (b) applies for a. If we are dealing only
with R-diagonal pairs, we get the following corollary (if we are in a
C*-setting) as the conditions in (b) only applied for ai ’s not giving rise to
R-diagonal pairs (note that a and a12 generate the same C*(W*)-algebra
when a>0). We write |a|=(a*a)12 (which is in A if A is a C*-algebra) for
the absolute value of a.
Corollary 3. With notation as above, if all the ai give rise to
R-diagonal pairs (i.e., k=n) and we are in a C*(W*)-setting, the following
are equivalent:
1. ([x1], ..., [xn]) is a V - free family; and
2. ([ |d11 |, |d12 |], ..., [ |dn1 |, |dn2 |]) is a V - free family.
The ai could be Haar-unitaries or circular random variables. In the setting
of R-diagonal pairs we thus see that the leftright combinations d (i1), d (i2)
disappear in the statement. This resembles the easy special case of
Theorem 2 when ([d11 , d12], ..., [dn1 , dn2]) is a V -free family, from which
we can conclude from Proposition 2.5.5(ii) of [13] that ([x1], ..., [xn]) is
a V -free family. Although Corollary 3 is a consequence of Theorem 2, we
will present a short, separate proof for it, as this situation can be handled
without addressing some of the complications coming from random
variables not giving rise to R-diagonal pairs.
R-diagonal pairs are never on the form [a, a] with a self-adjoint and
nonzero in our setting (as , is a faithful trace), as this would imply that
R(+a, a)(z1 , z2)=R(+a)(z1+z2) has mixed terms of the ‘‘wrong kind’’
(unless a is a constant, but nonzero constants do not give rise to
R-diagonal pairs). This means that the situation in the statements of
Theorems 1 and 2 is different according to whether the ai are assumed
self-adjoint or not, as we in the latter case must investigate if the random
variables involved give rise to R-diagonal pairs. This signals that
statements such as those in the two theorems may be less complicated
when we have self-adjoint random variables ai to start with. In fact, a
considerable part of this paper had to be dedicated to resolve the extra
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combinatorics arising when we are dealing with nonself-adjoint random
variables. Investigations of similarly flavored problems have been carried
through in the literatute for self-adjoint random variables (see [6]).
Although we have at present no concrete applications of these theorems,
the families in (1) and (2) appear naturally as generators for objects which
have been studied in the literature. As mentioned, sets as in (1) appear as
generator sets for the interpolated free group factors. Also, many sets as
those in (2) can be realized as certain ’-creation operators (for the defini-
tion of this see, for instance, [9]).
To be more precise, let D be the V -algebra of diagonal complex
n_n-matrices, and { be the vacuum expectation on the full Fock space
F(H) of the Hilbert space H. If [ f kij]1i, jn, 1k p are orthonormal
vectors in H, we can first construct the V -free (w.r.t. {) creation operators
l( f kij)=l
k
ij acting on F(H), and then the matrices Lk=(1- n)(lkij) i, j . One
can show that ([L1], ..., [Lp], D) is a V -free family (w.r.t. {{n , {n the
normalized trace on the n_n-matrices), with the Li also V -distributed as
creation operators, see for instance [8]. This means that we have a free
family like the one we started with in this paper.
If we consider L1 , L2 , ... as D-random variables (see [9]) with respect to
the unital conditional expectation ED given by ED(A)=ni=1 {(Aii)eii ,
and we let dk , 1k p be diagonal matrices, then d*k Lkdk , 1k p are
jointly V -distributed (as D-random variables) as a family of ’-creation
operators, where ’=(’ij)1i, j p : D  Mp(D)(’ij : D  D) is a positive map
given by ’ij=0 if i{ j, and ’k, k being the operator D  D having matrix
((1n) dk(i, i)2 dk( j, j)2)i, j (see [9] for further details). [9] contains an
asymptotic version of this (Theorem 3.4), but if we review the proof of this
(given for fermionic or bosonic creation operators as entries instead of free
creation operators), we see that the calculations here can be carried
through in an exact fashion when one remembers the result concerning
freeness of matrices with V -free creation operators as entries. To be more
precise, Shlyakhtenko looks in [9] at matrices with entries _n(i, j ; k)
a(i, j ; k) (with the a(i, j ; k) fermionic or bosonic creation operators), but
the special case with the _n(i, j ; k) on the form dn(i, i ; k) dn( j, j ; k) can of
course be obtained by conjugating with the diagonal matrix dn(k). All in
all, ([d 1*L1d1], ..., [d*pLpdp]) is a family of the form (2) with the random
variables involved V -distributed (as D-random variables) as a family of
’-creation operators.
The rest of the paper will be structured as follows: In the next section,
the combinatorics section, we will preview the combinatorical preliminaries
we will need on the noncrossing partitions, the R-transform and freeness
expressed in terms of these concepts. In the last section, we first prove
lemmas expressing the joint V -distribution of the xi in terms of the joint
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distribution of the d (ij) (Lemmas 17 and 18). We use these results to
complete the proofs of the main theorems in separate subsections at the
end of the paper.
2. COMBINATORIAL PRELIMINARIES
The set of all partitions of [1, ..., m] will be denoted P(m). P(m)
becomes a lattice with lattice operations 6 and 7 under the usual partial
order known as the refinement order. This is defined by ?1?2 if and only
if each block of ?1 is contained in a block of ?2 . 0n , the partition
[[1], ..., [n]], and 1n , the partition [[1, ..., n]], are the minimal and
maximal elements respectively in this order. A partition ? will have block
structure [B1 , ..., Bk], |?|=k will be the number of blocks and |Bi | will
denote the number of elements in each block. We will also write Bi=
[vi1 , ..., vi |Bi |], with the v ’s written in increasing order, and write it j when
i and j are in the same block. We will concentrate on a certain class of
partitions, namely the ones that are noncrossing:
Definition 3. A partition ? is called noncrossing if whenever we have
i< j<k<l with itk, jtl we also have it jtktl (i.e., i, j, k, l are all in
the same block). The set of all noncrossing partitions is denoted NC(n).
See for instance [2] or [10] for more on these partitions. NC(n) also
becomes a lattice under the refinement order. We will also have to use the
complementation map of Kreweras, a lattice anti-isomorphism NC(n) 
NC(n). To define this we need the circular representation of a partition
(Fig. 1): We mark n equidistant points 1, ..., n (numbered clockwise) on the
circle, and form the convex hull of points lying in the same block of the
partition. This gives us a number of convex sets, call them Hi , equally
many as there are blocks in the partition. Also, these sets do not intersect
if and only if the partition is noncrossing (we could have taken this as the
definition of the noncrossing partitions). Put names 1 , ..., n on the
midpoints of the 1, ..., n (so that @ becomes the midpoint of the segment
from i to i+1). We will define K(?) as a partition of the [1 , ..., n ] induced
by the partition ? of the [1, ..., n]. We follow the description in [6]. The
complement of the set i Hi is again a union of disjoint convex sets H i as
can easily be seen from Fig. 1.
Definition 4. The Kreweras complement of ?, denoted K(?), is the
partition determined by
it j in K(?)  @ , } belong to the same convex set H k .
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FIG. 1. The circular representation of a partition.
We will take as a fact that K is a lattice anti-isomorphism. We will also
have use for the relative Kreweras complementation map, K_ .
Definition 5. If _=[_1 , ..., _r]=[[_ij]j]i is a noncrossing partition
and ?_, identify ? | _i with noncrossing partitions in NC( |_i | ) by
relabelling _i1 , ..., _i |_i | into 1, ..., |_i |. Apply K on each of these partitions
of NC( |_i | ) and pull the result back to NC(n). We get all in all a partition,
denoted K_(?), of NC(n) which is finer than K(?). It is called the relative
Kreweras complement of ? (with respect to _).
For a more detailed treatment of the relative Kreweras complement
see [6]. We will need the fact that it is an anti-isomorphism of the sub-
lattice [? | ?_] onto itself. The Kreweras complement and the
relative Kreweras complement are connected through 7 in the following
nice way:
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Lemma 6. K_(?)=K(?) 7 _, that is the block structure of K_(?) is
[Bi & _j]i, j , where K(?)=[B1 , ..., Bk].
Proof. We show that the block structures of K_(?) and K(?) 7_ coincide.
Look at the circular picture in Fig. 1 for the blocks of a partition and its
Kreweras complement. The block x belongs to in K(?) 7 _ is drawn (with
dotted lines between different @ in the figure) by first finding the block
_i=[ y1 , ..., yr] x belongs to in _, and then drawing the convex hulls of the
[y1 , ..., yr ] that do not intersect the convex hulls made out of the blocks
of ? (x will belong to precisely one of these convex hulls). These convex
hulls will not intersect the convex hulls made out of the blocks of ? if and
only if they do not intersect the convex hulls made from the blocks of ?
contained in _i (as ?_, note that [ yi+1, ..., yi+1&1] is a union of
blocks from ?, and none of the convex hulls from any of these blocks will
intersect the convex hulls of a set of the yi ). But then we have arrived at
the same block structure as if we restricted to ? | _i and took the relative
complement. Thus x belongs to the same block in K_(?) as in K(?) 7 _,
and the block structures must coincide. K
K_ is used in [6], but the (in some circumstances) simplifying charac-
terization of it above is not mentioned there. An easy fact we will use that
can be derived from this is the fact that ? 6 K(?)=1m for all ? # NC(m).
This is equivalent to 0m=K(?) 7 K2(?) =
lemma 6 KK(?)(K(?)), which is obvious
from the definition of the relative Kreweras complementation map. Two
other facts about K_ we will use are contained in [6]:
Lemma 7. The following hold :
1. KK(?)(K\(?))=K(\) for ?\.
2. The map (?, \)  (K\(?), K(?)) is a bijection of the sublattice
[(?, \) | ?\] onto itself.
We see from 2 that any _K(?) can be uniquely written on the form
K\(?) for some \?. We will use this fact in the proof of Corollary 19.
The notion of successors makes sense when we work with the circular
representation: i and j with it j in ? are called successors if the segment
[i+1, j&1] (numbers taken mod m) does not contain any elements from
the block of ? that i and j belong to. The successor of i is thus found by
moving clockwise from i. i and j are said to be consecutive elements if
j=i+1(mod m), i.e., i and j lie next to each other in clockwise order in the
circular representation.
We will have use for the following class of partitions which arise in the
proof of Theorem 2 since they satisfy a certain maximal property (to be
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made precise in Lemma 9) among the noncrossing partitions which will be
useful in an induction proof there.
Definition 8. M(m) is the set of interval partitions of P(m), i.e., the
partitions such that all blocks consist of consecutive elements in the
circular representation of the partition (these are trivially noncrossing).
For instance, the partition [[1, 2], [3, 4]] is in M(m), so is the partition
[[1, 4], [2, 3]], since 4 and 1 are consecutive elements in the circular
representation. To this respect our definition of an interval partition differs
from the usual definition (see [11]) as the second partition falls outside
this.
Lemma 9. If ?=[A1 , ..., Ah] with K(?)=[B1 , ..., Bk], then |Bs |h for
all s and |Ai & Bj |1 for all i, j. Moreover, the following are equivalent:
1. |Bs |=h for some s;
2. for some s we have that |Bs & Ai |=1 for all i;
3. |Bj |=1 for all except possibly one j ; and
4. ? # M(m).
Proof. This follows immediately from the circular representation of ? and
K(?) when drawing the representation corresponding to a ? # M(m). K
We will consider complex power series in n noncommutating variables zi
with vanishing constant terms. This space will be called 3n (or 3I), it’s
elements will be written f =k1 i1 , ..., ik ai1 , ..., ik zi1 } } } zik . In referring to the
coefficients of such a power series we will write
[coef(i1 , ..., im)]( f )=ai1 , ..., im ,
and if ?=[B1 , ..., Bk] # P(m),
[coef(i1 , ..., im) | Bi]( f )=a(ij)j # Bi ,
[coef(i1 , ..., im); ?]( f )=‘
i
[coef(i1 , ..., im) | Bi]( f ).
To a distribution + in 7n we can associate a unique power series M(+)
in 3n given by
M(+)(z1 , ..., zn)= :
m1
:
i1 , ..., im
+(Xi1 } } } Xim) zi1 } } } zim .
It is important to note that any distribution can be realized as a joint
distribution of random variables in certain noncommutative probability
spaces, see [3].
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Important operations on the set of distributions are additive free con-
volution g+: 7n_7n  7n and free joint distribution C : 7n _7n  72n ,
defined in the following way: If [a1 , ..., an]/A, [b1 , ..., bn]/B, and A and
B are free in some noncommutative probability space, then
+a1 , ..., an g+ +b1 , ..., bn=+a1+b1 , ..., an+bn ,
+a1 , ..., an C +b1 , ..., bn=+a1 , ..., an, b1 , ..., bn
(see for instance [3]). When A and B are free as above, the right hand
sides of these equations are fully determined by the left and right operands
of the left-hand side.
An important operation on the set of power series is given by boxed
convolution gC (see [5, 6, 7]), defined by
[coef(i1 , ..., im)]( f gC g)
= :
? # NC(m)
[coef(i1 , ..., im); ?]( f )[coef(i1 , ..., im); K(?)](g), (6)
see [6]. We note also the following more general version of this,
[coef(i1 , ..., im); \]( f gC g)
= :
?\
[coef(i1 , ..., im); ?] f [coef(i1 , ..., im); K\(?)] g. (7)
It is shown in [6] that gC is associative. We will need to review the proof
of this later on, for it is an important fact for our purposes that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the terms in ( f gC g)gC h and f gC (ggC h)
when writing out the coefficients of both expressions as a double sum using
the definition of gC .
2.1. The R-Transform
The multidimensional R-transform, also defined in [3], is an important
operation 7I  3I (with I an appropriate index set) which we will define
in the following way (which is not the way it appeared first in the literature.
It was first defined in terms of an equation involving the Cauchy transform
of the corresponding measure [12]):
Definition 10. If + # 7n then R(+) # 3n is the unique Power series such
that
+(Xi1 } } } Xim)= :
? # NC(m)
[coef(i1 , ..., im); ?](R(+)). (8)
for all monomials Xi1 } } } Xim .
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The formula (8) is called the moment-cumulant formula, the coefficients
of the R-transform are sometimes referred to as (free) cumulants. Another
way of phrasing the moment-cumulant formula is by saying that M(+)=
R(+)gC Zeta, where Zeta is the m-dimensional Zeta-series,
Zeta(z1 , ..., zm)= :
k1
:
ij # [1, ..., m]
i1 , ..., ik
zi1 } } } zik .
This has an inverse under gC which we will denote Moeb, the Moebius
series. Zeta and Moeb are central in the semigroup (3m , gC ). The
momentcumulant formula can thus be turned around so that it says that
R(+)=M(+)gC Moeb. See [6] for further details.
The R-transform is easily checked to be a bijection. One can show [3,
6] (that the R-transform linearizes the operations g+, C, gC introduced
above in the following sense:
Lemma 11. If ([a1 , ..., an], [b1 , ..., bn]) is a free family, then
R(+1 g+ +2)(z1 , ..., zn)=R(+1)(z1 , ..., zn)
+R(+2)(z1 , ..., zn), (9)
R(+1C +2)(z1 , ..., zi , zi+1 , ..., zi+ j)=R(+1)(z1 , ..., zi)
+R(+2)(zi+1 , ..., zi+ j), (10)
R(+a1b1 , ..., anbn)=R(+a1 , ..., an)gC R(+b1 , ..., bn). (11)
Other important facts about the R-transform we will use are contained
in the following.
Lemma 12. The following hold:
1. If , is hermitian then
[coef(i1 , ..., ik)] R(+a, a*)
=[coef((ik+1 mod 2), ..., (i1+1 mod 2))] R(+a, a*).
2. If , is a trace then
[coef(i1 , ..., ik , j1 , ..., jl)] R(+a1 , ..., an)=[coef( j1 , ..., jl , i1 , ..., ik)] R(+a1 , ..., an)
for any joint distribution +a1 , ..., an of elements a1 , ..., an in (A, ,).
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3. (Interchanging of coefficients) For all 1iln, 1lk and all
? # NC(k) we have that
[coef(i1 , ..., ik); ?] R(+a1 , ..., an)=[coef(1, ..., k); ?] R(+ai1 , ..., aik).
Proof. 1 follows from induction on k and the momentcumulant
formula using the equation ,(a1 } } } an)=,(an* } } } a1*), noting also that
the ‘‘reflection’’ i  n+1&i of [1, ..., n] onto itself provides a canonical
bijection of NC(n).
Two is a restatement of Proposition 3.8 of [7].
Three is trivial if we replace the R-series by the M-series of the distribu-
tion. From this we get from (7) and M(+)=R(+)gC Zeta that
[coef(i1 , ..., ik); ?] R(+a1 , ..., an)
= :
\?
\ # NC(k)
[coef(i1 , ..., ik); \] M(+a1 , ..., an)[coef(i1 , ..., ik); K?(\)] Moeb
which one can see from properties of the Moebius series equals
:
\?
\ # NC(k)
[coef(1, ..., k); \] M(+ai1 , ..., aik)[coef(1, ..., k); K?(\)] Moeb
=[coef(1, ..., k); ?](M(+ai1 , ..., aik)g
C Moeb)
=[coef(1, ..., k); ?] R(+ai1 , ..., aik). K
We will need the following definition before we continue:
Definition 13. To a monomial such as X p1i1 } } } X
pm
im
or d (i1 j1) } } } d (im jm)
we will associate the partition _=[_1 , ..., _n] # P(m), where k is in the
block _j if ik= j (we call it a partition even if some of the blocks _j may
be empty and each block has a tag to it, namely the j in _j). This will be
called the signed partition of the monomial. _ gives rise to the sign map
_: k  ik , being constant on blocks of _.
One can show that the R-transform stores information about freeness of
families of random variables in the following fashion (formulated in an
algebraic context (i.e., in terms of the unital algebras the random variables
generate), see [7], this is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 2):
Lemma 14. ([a1, 1 , ..., a1, m1], ..., [an, 1 , ..., an, mn]) is a free family in
(A, ,) if and only if the coefficient of zi1 , j1 } } } zik , jk in
R(+a1, 1 , ..., a1, m1 , ..., an, 1 , ..., an, mn)(z1, 1 , ..., z1, m1 , ..., zn, 1 , ..., zn, mn) (12)
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vanishes whenever we don’t have i1=i2= } } } =ik , that is, the R-transform is
of the form
f1(z1, 1 , ..., z1, m1)+ } } } + fn(zn, 1 , ..., zn, mn)
with the fi power series in mi indeterminates. Alternatively, if we in (8) with
+=+a1, 1 , ..., a1, m1 , ..., an, 1 , ..., an, mn for the monomial Xi1 , j1 } } } Xim, jm with sign map
k  ik and signed partition _ only need to sum over those ? with ?_, then
the families above are free.
The second statement above follows easily from the fact that the R-trans-
form is a bijection. Showing that ([a1], [a2]) is a V -free family means to
show that ([a1 , a1*], [a2 , a*2]) is a free family when viewing things
algebraically, which is the same as showing
R(+a1 , a1* , a2, a2*)(z11 , z12 , z21 , z22)= f1(z11 , z12)+ f2(z21 , z22) (13)
for some power series f1 , f2 in two indeterminates. Anyway, we see that
freeness is closely connected to power series with no mixed terms. To set
a precise terminlogy for what is meant by no mixed terms, we will when
given a partition _ of [1, ..., m] say that a power series f (z1 , ..., zm) has no
mixed terms from _ if ai1 , ..., im=0 whenever not all the i1 , ..., im belong to
the same block of _. In Lemma 14 the partition _ should then be
[[1, ..., m1], [m1+1, ..., m1+m2], ...].
Another characterization of freeness we will use can be stated in terms of
boxed convolution [6]. We will use the following version of this charac-
terization (this is the main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1).
Lemma 15. Consider the following equations
M(+a1b1 , ..., ambm)=R(+a1 , ..., am)gC M(+b1 , ..., bm), (14)
M(+a1b1 , ..., ambm)=M(+a1 , ..., am)gC R(+b1 , ..., bm). (15)
Then the following are equivalent:
1. A and B are free in a noncommutative probability space (C, ,) with
, a trace.
2. For every choice of m, a1 , ..., am # A and b1 , ..., bm # B we have that
(14) ((15)) holds.
Proof. 1 O 2 is contained in 3.7 of [7], while 2 O 1 is contained in 4.7
of [6], evaluating the coefficients [coef(1, ..., m)] on both sides in the
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R-transform. This also gives us an equivalent statement for freeness
[6, 7]. K
We will sometimes use the version of the above applied to [coef(1, ..., m); ?]
or [coef(1, ..., m)], i.e., the version of Lemma 15 when some R-transform
coefficients are evaluated. This also gives us an equivalent statement for
freeness [6].
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
We first present the lemmas we need in order to express the joint
V-distribution of the xi in terms of the joint distribution of the d (ij ). We
remark that we only have the trace-condition imposed on , in these
lemmas. To a monomial >k d (ik jk) (or a monomial x p1i1 } } } x
pm
im
) we will
associate the sign map _ given by _(k)=ik . In the considerations below we
will in a product such as ,(>l # Bi d
(il jl)) always multiply with increasing l
(which means to move clockwise in the circular representation, it does not
matter which l we start with due to the trace property of ,). The
significance of the following definition as a combinatorial tool in our
calculations will be seen in the Lemmas 17, 18 and Corollary 19.
Definition 16. For any monomial x p1i1 } } } x
pm
im
with signed partition _,
and any partition ? with ?_, define jk(?) # [1, 2, 3, 4](k=1, ..., m) in the
following way: Let r be the successor of k (recall that the elements are
ordered clockwise in the circular representation) in the block of ? that k
belongs to (we could have r=k, this is the case iff [k] is a block of ?). Let
d(1)={d*ik1d*ik2
if pr= }
if pr= V
, d(2)={dik 2dik 1
if pk=}
if pk= V
. (16)
Then jk(?) is defined to be such that d (ik jk(?))=d(1)d(2) ( jk(?) is to be
thought of as a function of k # [1, ..., m] taking values in [1, 2, 3, 4] and
with ?, p1 , ..., pm as parameters).
Note that with r and k as above, the map ( pr , pk)  jk(?) takes the form
( } , } )  1, ( V , V )  2, ( } , V )  3 and ( V , } )  4. We will use this in the proof
of Theorem 2(b).
Lemma 17.
M(+x1 , ..., xn)=R(+a1 , ..., an)gC M(+d (11), ..., d (n 1)). (17)
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The V -version of (17) is
,(x p1i1 } } } x
pm
im
)= :
?_
? # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1 , ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)] M(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?))) (18)
with _ the signed partition of the monomial x p1i1 } } } x
pm
im
with pk=} or =V .
Proof. First for the version (17). We show that all the coefficients in the
power series are equal. Since (as , is a trace)
[coef(i1 , ..., im)] M(+x1 , ..., xn)=,(xi1 } } } xim)=,(ai1(di1 2d*i21) } } } aim(dim 2d*i11)),
we get by Lemma 15 that this is
[coef(1, ..., m)](R(+ai1 , ..., aim)g
C M(+di1 2d*i2 1 , ..., dim 2d*i1 1)).
Writing this out as a sum using the definition of boxed convolution, we
need only sum over ? # NC(m)_ due to Lemma 14 so that this equals
:
K(?)=[B1 , ..., Bk]=[[vij]j]i
? # NC(m), ?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1 , ..., aim)
_ ‘
k
i=1
,(divi 12d*i(vi 1+1) 1 } } } divi |Bi | 2
d*i(vi |Bi |+1) 1
). (19)
Note that ivij+1=ivi( j+1) . (It would be more correct to write vij+1 mod m
and vi( j+1) mod |Bi | ) , but the mod’s will be dropped. This will cause no confu-
sion.) This follows immediately from the circular interpretation of ?_,
since vij and vi( j+1) are successors in a block of K(?) if and only if vi( j+1)
and vij+1 are successors in a block of ?_. This means that _(vi( j+1))=
_(vij+1), i.e., ivij+1=ivi(j+1) (this includes the case vij=vi( j+1) , i.e., one
element blocks of K(?)). So by rearranging and relabeling the factors in the
product inside , using the trace property, we get that this also equals
:
K(?)=[B1 , ..., Bk]=[[vij]j]i
? # NC(m), ?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai 1 , ..., aim) >
k
i=1 , \‘
|Bi |
j=1
d*ivij 1divij2+
= :
K(?)=[B1 , ..., Bk]=[[vij]j]i
? # NC(m), ?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?]R(+ai 1 , ..., aim) >
k
i=1 , \‘
|Bi |
j=1
d (ivij1)+
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= :
?_
? # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1 , ..., aim)[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)]
_M(+d (i11), ..., d (im1))
=[coef(1, ..., m)](R(+ai1 , ..., aim)g
C M(+d (i11), ..., d (im1))).
This is also (Lemma 12 on [coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1 , ..., aim))
[coef(i1 , ..., im)](R(+a1 , ..., an)gC M(+d (11), ..., d (n 1))),
which is what we had to show. In the last version concerning the joint
V-distribution of the xi ’s, we have to replace divij2 in (19) by divij1 if pvij= V ,
and d*i(vij+1)1 by d*i(vij+1) 2 if p (vij+1)= V . Doing these replacements and noting
that vij+1 and vi( j+1) play the role of r and k in Definition 16, respectively,
we get that the factors in >ki=1 of (19) get to be
,(d (ivi1 jvi 1 (?)) } } } d (ivi |Bi | jvi |Bi | (?)))
with jk(?) as in Definition 16. This gives the summands in (18). K
Note that the quantity in (17) is also equal to M(+a1 d (11), ..., and (n1)) due to
Lemma 15. If all di1 were equal and all di2 were equal, we could in fact
have concluded (17) without the freeness assumption on the ai . But this
freeness assumption is very necessary in order to conclude (17) when the
dij are not equal.
Note that if all pr=}, all jk(?) will evaluate to 1. We note that the
difference between the versions (17) and (18) is that we can not use the
definition of gC to deduce (17) from (18), since we can have d (ik jk(?)) with
different values of jk(?). In the case of conjugation, i.e., di2=di1 , all d (ij )
will be equal so that all we need is formula (17) with arbitrary ai replaced
by a pii (and xi replaced by x
pi
i ).
?_ was always placed in the index of the sums above, this is due to
the fact that jl (?) is only defined for ?_.
In the same fashion we can also show
Lemma 18.
,(xi1 d1 } } } xim dm)
=[coef(1, ..., m)](R(+ai1 , ..., aim)g
C M(+d (i1 1) d1 , ..., d (im 1) dm)). (20)
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The V -version of (20) is
,(x p1i1 d1 } } } x
pm
im
dm)= :
? # NC(m), ?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)] M(+d (i1 j1 (?)) d1 , ..., d (im jm(?)) dm)
(21)
Proof. The proof goes exactly as the previous one, replacing dik2 d*ik+11
with dik 2 dk d*ik+11 . K
Corollary 19. With notation as above,
[coef(1, ..., m)] R(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)
= :
?_
? # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)] R(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?))). (22)
Proof.
[coef(1, ..., m)] R(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)
=[coef(1, ..., m)](M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)gC Moeb)
= :
\ # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); \] M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)[coef(1, ..., m); K(\)] Moeb
If \=[\1 , ..., \k] then we can use Lemma 17 here on each [coef
(1, ..., m) | \i] M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm) to conclude that this equals
:
?\
?, \ # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K\(?)] M(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?)))
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(\)] Moeb. (23)
Summing over \ keeping ? fixed we see that (K\(?), K(\))\? runs
through the set (_, KK(?)(_))_K(?) (do the substitution _=K\(?) and use
Lemma 7 and the comment following it) so that this equals, also using (7);
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:
? # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)](M(+d (i1 j1(?), ..., d (im jm(?)) gC Moeb) (24)
= :
? # NC(m)
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)] R(+d (i1 j1(?), ..., d (im jm(?)). (25)
which is what we had to show. K
We will also need a small lemma explaining the weaker conditions to put
on the freeness assumptions coming from the random variables giving rise
to R-diagonal pairs in 2 of Theorem 2.
Lemma 20. The terms corresponding to ?_ in the sums (18), (21), and
(22) are all 0 if js(?)=1 or 2 for some s with 1isk.
Proof. js(?)=1 or 2 implie, with r the successor of s in the block A of
? they belong to, that pr= ps=} or pr= ps= V by definition of js(?). A factor
in the term corresponding to ? is then [coef(1, ..., m) | A] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
which is by Lemma 12(3) equal to [coef(..., js , jr , ...)] R(+ais , a*is) (since
?_) with jr= js=1 or jr= js=2 (depending on whether pr= ps=} or
pr= ps= V ). This is zero by the definition of R-diagonality, so that the
entire term becomes zero. K
Now we have all the results we need in order to prove Theorem 2.
3.1. The Proof of Theorem 2
The Proof of Theorem 2(a). We need to show that if
([d (13), d (14)], ..., [d (k3), d (k4)],
[d ((k+1) 1), d ((k+1) 2), d ((k+1) 3), d ((k+1) 4)], ..., [d (n1), d (n2), d (n3), d (n4)])
(26)
is a V -free family then ([x1], ..., [xn]) is a V -free family. We have just
shown that nonzero terms can appear on the right in (22) only if js=3 or
4 for s with 1isk. This explains why we delete d (i1), d (i2) with 1ik
from the considerations. Let the monomial x p1i1 } } } x
pm
im
have signed partition
_{1m . We need to show that [coef(1, ..., m)] R(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm=0 for an
arbitrary such monomial, from which freeness will follow from
Lemma 12(3) (which says that such a coefficient is a ‘‘mixed’’ term) and
Lemma 14. We use Corollary 19 to show that the coefficient actually is
zero. Since the monomials a p1i1 } } } a
pm
im
and d (i1 j1(?)) } } } d (im jm(?)) have the same
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signed partition _ and both families of a’s and d’s are assumed free, only
terms ? with ?_, K(?)_ can give contribution in (22) of Corollary 19
due to Lemma 14. This means that we only need to look at ? with
?6 K(?)=1m_, saying that no ? give contribution since we have _{1m .
So, the quantity [coef(1, ..., m)] R(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm) must be zero, i.e., ([x1], ..., [xn])
is a V -free family since the R-series has no mixed terms. This ends the proof
of 2(a). K
Before doing the rest of the proof of Theorem 2 we state the following
easy lemma, which we will need in the proof of Theorem 1 to recognize the
d (ij ) as scalars, and this will imply the unitarity assertions on the dij which
we need. The lemma will also be used in connection with the nonscalar-
assumption on the ai in Theorems 1 and 2.
Lemma 21. The following are equivalent when , is a faithful state:
1. a is a scalar
2. ,(aa*)=,(a) ,(a*)
3. [coef(1, 2)] R(+a, a*)=0.
Proof. 1 O 3 is obvious since R(+a, a*)(z1 , z2)=,(a) z1+,(a*) z2 in
this case.
2  3 is immediate from the moment-cumulant formula (with respect
to the joint distribution of a and a*) applied to the monomial xx*, which
says that ,(aa*)=,(a) ,(a*)+[coef(1, 2)] R(+a, a*).
2 O 1 follows from the fact that ,((a*&,(a*) I )(a&,(a) I ))=0 and
a is a scalar since , is faithful. K
The Proof of Theorem 2(b). Let us see how we can conclude V -freeness
of the d (ij ) from V -freeness of the xi . Consider a monomial d (i1 j1) } } } d (iq jq)
with js=3 or =4 for s with 1isk (see the statement of Theorem 2) and
signed partition {1q . We will show that for such a monomial the coef-
ficient [coef(1, ..., q)] R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq jq)) is zero by induction on q. This would
prove freeness of the family in 2 due to Lemma 12, part 3, and Lemma 14
as above.
So, suppose we have shown that [coef(1, ..., q$)] R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq$ jq$))=0 for
all monomials d (i1 j1) } } } d (iq$ jq$) with signed partition {1q$ and q$<q (the
fact that js=3 or 4 for s with 1isk will also be understood in this and
the following.) Take a monomial d (i1 j1) } } } d (iq jq) with signed partition {1q .
Our inductive step will of course be to show that [coef(1, ..., q)]
R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq jq))=0.
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Define the monomial ms , s=1, ..., q of length 2 by
ms={
xis xis
x*is x*is
xis x*is
x*is xis
if js=1
if js=2
if js=3
if js=4,
(27)
motivated by the comment following definition 16. Let X=xP1I1 } } } x
P2q
I2q
be
the monomial m1 } } } mq which is of length 2q. Let _ # P(2q) be the signed
partition of X, which is {12q since the signed partition of d (i1 j1) } } } d (iq jq) is
{1q . Set
?=[[1, 2], [3, 4], ..., [2q&1, 2q]] # M(2q).
The proof of Theorem 2(b) will go in three steps:
Step 1. We will show that
Step 1a. ? satisfies
1. ?_,
2. [coef(1, ..., 2q); ?] R(+aI1
P1, ..., aI2q
P2q){0,
3. K(?) has (exactly) one block of cardinality q, and
Step 1b. ? is the only partition satisfying these conditions and that
for any ?$ satisfying 1 and 2, the blocks of K(?$) have all cardinality <q
(2 implies 1 of course).
Step 2. We show from this that if follows from out induction
hypothesis that all other partitions than ? give zero contribution in (22),
so that the term coming from ? in (22) is zero also in order for
[coef(1, ..., 2q)] R(+xI1
P1, ..., xI
2q
P2q) to be zero (which it is if ([x1], ..., [xn]) is a
V-free family as we assume).
Step 3. We will then show that this implies [coef(1, ..., q)]
R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq jq))=0 (where this monomial appears as a consequence of the
choice of the monomials in (27)), and this will complete the inductive step.
So let us see how to prove these three steps:
Step 1a. ? satisfies 1, 2 and 3: [coef(1, ..., 2q)| Ai] R(+aI1
P1, ..., aI2q
P2q){0 for
all blocks Ai of ? due to the fact that [coef(1, 2)] R(+ais , ais*){0 from
Lemma 21 since ai is nonscalar, and the fact that [coef(1, 1)] R(+ais , ais*)=
,(a2is){0 for s with is>k due to our assumptions on ,(ai), ,(a
2
i ). This
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means that the quantity in 2 is nonzero. It remains to check the third
condition. As is easily checked,
[ j1(?), ..., j2q(?)]=[_, j1 , _, j2 , ..., _, jq]
by choice of the monomials in (27) (_ standing for appropriate numbers),
and
K(?)=[[2, 4, ..., 2q], [1], [3], ..., [2q&1]].
We denote the first block in this listing by B1 . The block B1 is then of
cardinality q as the only such one, so that 3 is also fulfilled.
Step 1b. To prove that ? is the only partition satisfying 1, 2 and 3 with
all other partitions satisfying 1 and 2 having complement with blocks of
cardinality <q, set
?$=[A1 , ..., Ah], K(?$)=[B1 , ..., Bk]
for an arbitrary candidate ?$. In order for [coef(1, ..., 2q); ?$]
R(+aI1
P1, ..., aI2q
P2q){0 (i.e., for 1 to be fulfilled) we must have that |Aj |2 for
all j due to the conditions ,(ai)=0. This means that ?$ has at most q
blocks, and we see from Lemma 9 that K(?$) can have a block of car-
dinality q with 1 and 2 fulfilled if and only if ?$ # M(2q) and ?$ has all
blocks of cardinality 2. The only such ?$ are [[1, 2], ..., [2q&1, 2q]] and
[[2, 3], ..., [2m, 1]], but the second of these partitions cannot be _ since
_{12q . Therefore the ? we have already worded on is the only candidate
that works out.
Step 2. Terms from partitions ?${? give contribution zero in (22); It
is easy to see that 1 and 2 must be fulfilled if ?$ were to give contribution.
But if ?$_ we can’t have K(?$)_ as we then would have ?$ 6 K(?$)=
12q_ from Lemma 7 contradicting _{12q . But then there exists a block
B of K(?$) not contained in a block of _ which then gives rise to a
monomial >t # B d (it jt(?$)) with signed partition {1|B| and of length <q as
we have shown ? to be the only partition satisfying 1 and 2 with a block
of K(?) having cardinality q. We then end up with a factor [coef(1, ..., q$)]
R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq$ jq$)) (with q$<q and the signed partition of the monomial
{1q$) arising from the block B in the term corresponding to ?$ in (22),
which is 0 by our induction hypothesis.
Step 3. I claim that the factor [coef(1, ..., 2q); ?] R(+aI1
P1, ..., aI2q
P2q)=
,(aP1i1 a
P2
i1
) } } } ,(aP2q&1iq a
P2q
iq
) (where the equality follows since the first order
moments are zero from assumption, so that the second order cumulants
and the second order moments coincide) in the term coming from ? in (22)
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is nonzero. This follows since all ,(ai*ai), ,(aiai*) are nonzero from faith-
fulness of ,, and ,(a2i ), ,((ai*)
2){0 from our assumptions on the ai not
giving rise to R-diagonal pairs (from definition of our monomials in (27)
it follows that no ,(a2i ) with ai giving rise to an R-diagonal pair arise, as
we assume that js=3 or 4 for s with 1isk). Cancelling this factor we
see that
‘
q
t=1
,(d (I2t&1 j2t&1(?)))[coef(1, ..., 2q) | B1] R(+d (I1 j1(?)), ..., d (I2q j2q(?)))=0
in order for the term coming from ? to be zero (where we have evaluated
the first term (i.e., ,(d (Ir jr(?)))) in the R-series specifically). This says that
[coef(1, ..., 2q) | B1] R(+d (I1 j1(?)), ..., d (I2q j2q(?)))=[coef(1, ..., q)] R(+d (i1 j1), ..., d (iq jq))
=0 after cancelling the nonzero ,(d (Ir jr(?))) (again, ,(d (i3), ,(d (i4)){0 from
faitfulness of ,, and as d (is1) and d (is2) can appear only if is>k, we see that
we only need the condition ,(d (i1)){0 for i>k to obtain only nonzero
terms), which is what we needed to show. This ends the proof of one direc-
tion of Theorem 2(b). The other direction is contained in Theorem 2(a). K
Before we complete the proof of Theorem 2 by proving (c), we will need
some comments on the conditions ,(d (i1)){0. Realizing the distribution of
free random variables as power series with no mixed terms (from subsets
of the variables) via the R-transform, concluding 2 from 1 in Theorem 2 is,
vaguely speaking, equivalent to showing that whenever f, g, h # 3n are
power series satisfying f = ggC h and f and g are known to have no mixed
terms, then h also has no mixed terms (this is just ‘‘vaguely speaking,’’
because the setting with d ’s on left and right introduce some more
complications as we can ‘‘combine’’ them in for different ways, giving rise
to the d (ij)). However, this implication does not always hold true (the
‘‘converse’’ of this holds though, that is f has no mixed terms from some
subsets of the variables whenever g and h have no such mixed terms [6]).
For a counterexample, let both g and h have all terms of first order equal
to 0. One can then show that ggC h=0 regardless of the higher order terms
of g and h; When we calculate a term of order n in f using the definition
of gC , we get 0 since for all ? # NC(n) we have that |?|+|K(?)|=n+1 [6],
and this implies that either ? or K(?) has a block of cardinality one (else
we would have |?|+|K(?)|n, a contradiction), so that the contribution
from ? is 0 due to the zero first order terms conditions. In this way we can
find power series h with mixed terms even if f (=0) and g have no mixed
terms.
However, if at least one of g and h is known to be invertible in the semi-
group (3n , gC ) (the identity element of (3n , gC ) is the power series
Sum(z1 , ..., zn)=z1+ } } } +zn), then the implication holds true (invertibility
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is equivalent to the fact that all the first order terms are nonzero [6], so
that the situation above does no apply):
Lemma 22. If f, g, h # 3n satisfy f = ggC h, f and g are known to have no
mixed terms ( from certain subsets of the variables, same subsets for f and g)
and either
1. g is invertible or
2. h is invertible and for any k there exists some mk and a coefficient
[coef(12 , ..., imk , k)](g) which is nonzero,
then h also has no mixed terms ( from the same subsets of the variables).
Proof. The easiest case is 1, that is when g is known to be invertible.
In this case one can show that g&1 is a power series with no mixed terms
(from the same subsets of the variables, say described by some partition _
as in the comments following Lemma 14), so that h= g&1gC f also has no
mixed terms. A short proof for the fact that g&1 has no mixed terms could
go like this: If we look at the equation Sum= ggC g&1 and suppose we
have shown the no mixed terms statements for g&1 up to order k&1, we
evaluate any mixed term of order k in Sum (this is 0) using the definition
of gC , and see that any ?{0k give contribution zero by our induction
hypothesis (?{0k implies K(?){1k , and for such a ? both ? and K(?)
must be _{1k in order to give nonzero contribution, but this is
impossible since ? 6 K(?)=1k). The term [coef(i1 , ..., ik); 0k](g)[coef
(i1 , ..., ik); 1k](g&1) coming from 0k must then also be zero so that the
coefficient [coef(i1 , ..., ik)](g&1)=[coef(i1 , ..., ik); 1k](g&1) also is zero due
to invertibility of g (so that [coef(i1 , ..., ik); 0k](g){0), so that we have no
mixed terms of order k either in g&1.
Suppose then that the conditions in 2 are satisfied instead. The proof
that a general mixed coefficient [coef(i1 , ..., ik)](h) is zero will go by induc-
tion on the quantity mi1+ } } } mik similarly to the induction proof in 2(b).
We choose the mi above to be the smallest numbers which can give us such
nonzero coefficients. Instead of choosing ? as in the proof of 2(b),
we choose it from M(mi1+ } } } +mik) and with blocks of cardinalities
mi1 , ..., mik (the first block being [1, ..., mi1]). The obvious replacements of
1, 2 and 3 in the proof of 2(b) will be satisfied for this ? as the only one,
and the proof for the fact that the corresponding coefficient of h is zero
follows the remaining lines of the proof of 2(b). Some parts here are easier
than in the proof of 2(b), since we avoid the (difficult) leftright combi-
nations (d (i1), d (i2)), we do not need the definition of the monomials
in (27). K
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The Proof of Theorem 2(c). It is the conditions in 2 of Lemma 22 which
apply here. Note from Lemma 17 and the comments following it that
M(+x1, x*1, ..., xn , x*n)=R(+a1 , a*1, ..., an , a*n)gC M(+d (11), d (11), ..., d (n1), d (n1)),
which is equivalent to
R(+x1, x*1, ..., xn , x*n)=R(+a1, a*1, ..., an , a*n)gC R(+d (11), d (11), ..., d (n1), d (n1)),
(take convolution with Moeb to the right on both sides). The R-series to
the left here has no mixed terms in (zi , zi*) for different i, just as the left
R-series on the right hand side. As ,(d (i1)){0 since , is faithful, the right
R-series on the right hand side is invertible (all first order terms are nonzero).
As ,(ai*ai), ,(aiai*){0, the second condition in 2 of Lemma 22 is also
fulfilled with the mi equal to 1 or 2. Hence situation 2 above applies, and
freeness of the d (i1)’s is proved (d (i1)=d (i2)=d (i3)=d (i4) here). K
Two of Lemma 22 could also be used to give a short proof for
Corollary 3, i.e., the case with all ai giving rise to R-diagonal pairs: In this
case one can check that jk(?) of (18) in Lemma 17 evaluates to 4 if pk=}
and to 3 if pk= V (at least for the ? which give nonzero contribution in
(18)), so that (18) can be written as
M(+x1 , x1*, ..., xn, xn*)=R(+a1 , a1*, ..., an, an*)gC M(+d (14), d (13), ..., d (n4), d (n3)).
Taking convolution with Moeb, the proof follows the same lines as above
to conclude that ([d (13), d (14)], ..., [d (n3), d (n4)]) is a free family.
We would also need to say something more on the conditions ,(ai)=0,
,(a2i ){0. (This says really that R-diagonality of [ai , ai*] should fail at
order 2.) The discussion above sheds some light on why the conditions
,(d (i1)){0 should be necessary (as the power series h above then becomes
invertible, making situation 2 apply). The conditions on the ai ’s are a bit
more subtle, but stem from the method of proof of Theorem 2(b), by
means of the possibility to be able to deduce recursively that the mixed
terms in the R-series of the distribution of the d (ij )’s are zero. It seems that,
vaguely speaking, whenever the conditions on the ai ’s are replaced by some
other conditions, it may be difficult to make such a recursive proof, as
more than one coefficient (not proved to be zero at an earlier step in the
induction proof) appear at each step in the proof, making it impossible to
prove that each one of them is zero as we are able to in the proof of 2(b).
3.2. The Proof of Theorem 1
2 O 1. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of associativity of
gC in [6]. We find that
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,(x p1i1 d1 } } } x
pm
im
dm)
=
lemma 18 :
?_
? # NC(m),
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)] M(+d (i1 j1(?))d1 , ..., d (im jm(?))dm) (28)
Terms in (28) and (29) can be nonzero only if the jl (?) are 3 or 4 for l with
1ilk due to Lemma 20. This means that the d ’s that appear in nonzero
terms can be only d (i3), d (i4) for 1ik and d (i1), d (i2), d (i3), d (i4) for
k<in. The conditions in 2 on the dij imply that these are all scalars. As
the scalars are free with D we conclude from Lemma 15 that we have
equality with the above and
:
?_
? # NC(m), ?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(?)](M(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?)))gC R(+d1 , ..., dm))(29)
=def. of gC
and (7)
:
{K(?)
{, ?,
?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); {] M(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?)))
_[coef(1, ..., m); KK(?)({)] R(+d1 , ..., dm) (30)
=
&=K(?) :
{&
K&1(&)_,
[coef(1, ..., m); K&1(&)] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); {] M(+d (i1 j1(K&1(&))), ..., d (im jm(K&1(&))))
_[coef(1, ..., m); K&({)] R(+d1 , ..., dm). (31)
Using the substitution
(?, \)  ({, &)=(K\(?), K(?))
and Lemma 7 we see that this equals
:
\?
?_
[coef(1, ..., m); ?] R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)
_[coef(1, ..., m); K\(?)] M(+d (i1 j1(?)), ..., d (im jm(?)))
_[coef(1, ..., m); K(\)] R(+d1 , ..., dm). (32)
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As in the proof of Corollary 19 we can use Lemma 17 on each of the [coef
(1, ..., m); \i] M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm) (with \=[\1 , ..., \k]) to conclude that this
equals
:
\
[coef(1, ..., m); \] M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)[coef(1, ..., m); K(\)] R(+d1 , ..., dm)
=def. of gC [coef(1, ..., m)](M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)gC R(+d1 , ..., dm)).
Equality of ,(x p1i1 d1 } } } x
pm
im
dm) (which we started with) and the end quantity
in our calculations shows by Lemma 15 that ([x1 , ..., xn], D) is a V -free
family. But since the appropriate d (ij ) are scalars we see from Theorem 2
that ([x1], ..., [xn]) is a V-free family also. It follows from Proposition 2.5.5(iii)
of [13] that ([x1], ..., [xn], D) is a V -free family, i.e., 1 is proved.
1 O 2. We assume here that we have equality between
,(x p1i1 d1 } } } x
pm
im
dm)
and
[coef(1, ..., m)](M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)gC R(+d1 , ..., dm)).
The implications appearing in the proof of 2 O 1 are still valid, except the
passage from (28) to (29), which we now take as our starting point.
If the ai are nonscalar, the [coef(1, 2)] R(+ai , ai*) are nonzero from
Lemma 21. Assume first that ,(ai){0 (then i>k, i.e., [ai , ai*] is not an
R-diagonal pair). Setting m=1 in Eqs. (28) and (29) we get the equation
(?=01 is the only partition we need to look at)
,(a pi ) ,(d
(ij )d1)=,(a pi ) ,(d
(ij )) ,(d1),
with j=1 if p=} and =2 if p= V . Cancelling ,(a pi ) and setting d1=
d (i( j+1 mod 2)) (i.e., d1= the adjoint of d (ij )) we get that d (i1) and d (i2) are
scalars from Lemma 21.
Setting m=2 we get contribution from two terms (?=02 , 12) in (28)
and (29). For ?=02 we get termwise equality since we have shown
d (i1), d (i2) to be scalars (no d (i3) and d (i4) appear for this ?). For ?=12 we
get with p1=} and p2= V the equality
[coef(1, 2)] R(+ai , ai*) ,(d
(i4)d1) ,(d (i3)d2)
=[coef(1, 2)] R(+ai , ai*) ,(d
(i4)) ,(d (i3)) ,(d1) ,(d2)
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as K02(02)=02. Cancelling nonzero terms and setting d1=1, d2=d
(i3) and
d1=d (i4), d2=1 successively, we get that d (i3) and d (i4) are scalars by
Lemma 21. This means that all d (ij) are scalars in the case ,(ai){0.
Assume now that ,(ai)=0. For m=2, ?=12 is the only term that can
give contribution in (28) and (29). This means that we proceed as above
to show that d (i3) and d (i4) are scalars. If in addition some [coef(i1 , ..., ik)]
R(+ai , ai*){0 with (i1 , ..., ik) different from an alternating series of (equally
many) 1’s and 2’s (i.e., [ai , ai*] is not an R-diagonal pair), let k be the
smallest such integer for which this occurs (i.e., we assume R-diagonality
up to order k). I claim that in Eqs. (28) and (29) we then have equality for
?<1k when setting m=k and choosing p1 , ..., pk as dictated by the
sequence i1 , ..., ik (i.e., pj=} or V for ij=1 or 2):
Any such ?<1k containing a block B with corresponding sequence
pb1 , ..., pb|Bi | not an alternating sequence of equally many }’s and V ’s will give
contribution zero due to R-diagonality up to order k, and if all blocks of
? give alternating sequences of equally many }’s and V ’s all jk(?)=3 or 4
from definition of jk(?). As all d (i3) and d (i4) are scalars, equality for terms
coming from such ? follows also.
For ?=1k equality says that
[coef(i1 , ..., ik)] R(+ai , ai*) ,(d
(ij1(1k))d1) } } } ,(d (ijk(1k))dk)
=[coef(i1 , ..., ik)] R(+ai , ai*) ,(d
(ij1(1k))) } } } ,(d (ijk(1k))) ,(d1) } } } ,(dk)
(as K0k(0k)=0k) with at least one jl (1k) equal to 1 or 2 since i1 , ..., ik is by
choice not an alternating sequence of equally many 1’s and 2’s. For such
l we choose dl=d (i( jl (1k)+1 mod 2)) (i.e., the adjoint of d (ijl (1k))) and dl=1 for
other l (i.e., those l with jl (1k)=3 or 4). Cancelling the nonzero terms
,(d (i3)), ,(d (i4)) and [coef(i1 , ..., ik)] R(+ai , ai*), we get on the left hand side
,(d (i1)d (i2))r for some r, and on the right we get ,(d (i1))r ,(d (i2))r. Taking
roots of positive quantities (as d (i2)=(d (i1))*, ,(d (i2))=,(d (i1))) we get
,(d (i1)d (i2))=,(d (i1)) ,(d (i2)) which says that d (i1) and d (i2) are scalars
since they are adjoints of one another. Our conclusion is that for i such
that ai does not give rise to an R-diagonal pair, all d (ij ) are scalars, which
means that (di1 , di2) is a pair of equal unitaries, while for the i that do give
rise to R-diagonal pairs the same pair is an arbitrary pair of unitaries. The
result follows. K
We remark that showing freeness as above is easier when di2=di1 \i (i.e.,
the case of conjugation). In this case all [d (ij )]j will be equal to d (i1), and
we need not write things out termwise using the definition of gC . A simple
proof for 2 O 1 would then go as this (following the same lines as above):
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,(x p1i1 d1 } } } x
pm
im
dm)
=
lemma 18
[coef(1, ..., m)](R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)gC M(+d (i1 1)d1 , ..., d (im 1)dm))
=
lemma 15
[coef(1, ..., m)](R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)gC (M(+d (i11), ..., d (im 1))gC R(+d1 , ..., dm)))
=associativity of gC [coef(1, ..., m)]((R(+ai1
p1, ..., aim
pm)gC M(+d (i1 1), ..., d (im 1)))gC R(+d1 , ..., dm))
=
lemma 17
[coef(1, ..., m)](M(+xi1
p1, ..., xim
pm)gC R(+d1 , ..., dm)),
which shows that we have V-freeness of the family ([x1 , ..., xn], D) from
Lemma 15, from which we conclude as before that ([x1], ..., [xn], D) is a
V-free family.
If some of the ai are scalars in the situation of (1), it is easy to conclude
that the condition to put on the d (ij ) in Theorem 1 should be that d (i1) and
d (i2) are scalars, i.e., d*i1 and di2 are scaled inverse of one another. This
completes the case of families as in (1). For the occurrence of scalars in (2)
we remark that those ai that are scaled should give contribution
[d (i1), d (i2)] in the listing in Theorem 2 instead. This is easy to check
without any of the techniques introduced in this paper (no d (i3), d (i4)
appear in the calculations for these ai as can be seen seen from Defini-
tion 16 applied to ?=0m).
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